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BILL NO. 85

An Act to Amend Chapter 18
of the Acts of 1998,

the Municipal Government Act,
Respecting Cape Breton Regional Municipality

Members of Legislative Committee
Ladies & Gentlemen

Thank you for the opportunity to speak to you today on

this important issue.

I would like to begin by providing some background - this

will help explain the reasons for my appearance here

today before Law Amendments.

The Municipality of the District of Guysborough is proud of

our record of providing quality local government to our

residents. I have been on Municipal Council for the past

24 years - the past 6 as Warden.



During this time we have witnessed an economic

transformation - from one of the poorest Municipalities in

NS to a strong, vibrant Municipality that is now the focus of

multiple large-scale industrial development projects - 5 of

whom are poised to make a Final Investment Decision in

2018 and all of whom will bring significant benefits to the

Province of Nova Scotia.

In the early 1990's our region was faced with the impacts

of the closure of community fish processing facilities as

well as the mechanization of the forestry. As a result, our

economy was hit hard. Schools, hospitals, small

businesses were hit hard.

In the late 1990's there was renewed interest in the Nova

Scotia Offshore. After many years of promise, the Sable

Offshore Energy Project was launched and Goldboro was

chosen as the landfall site for the development. This

decision was made based on geography and economics -

not on any incentives provided by Government.



The Province of Nova Scotia collected over $2 billion in

royalties during the 20 years of Sable Operation. This

money was shared by all Nova Scotian's and funded

health care, education, roads, social services, etc. In

addition, over $2.8 Billion was spent in Nova Scotia on

goods and services.

The $3.5 Billion dollar capital cost project also had a

tremendous impact on the Municipality of the District of

Guysborough. The Goldboro Gas Plant and associated

pipeline infrastructure had a total capital cost of

approximately $500 Million. In Nova Scotia, machine &

equipment is exempt from property taxation but

approximately $225 Million was added to the assessment

roll of the Municipality. Like all Municipal taxes,

approximately forty percent of taxes collected flow through

directly to the Province. The Sable partners - at the time

led by Mobil Canada and Shell understood that property

taxation was part of the cost of any viable business

operation.



Our position related to Sable and any other development

proposed for the Municipality has always been that we

expect investors to be good corporate citizens - and to

pay taxes like anyone else doing business in our

community.

As a direct result of the Sable project, our Municipality has

been able to diversify our sources of revenue and diminish

our reliance on property taxation. Currently, property

taxation only comprises approximately 35% of our annual

revenue - the balance comes from business operations -

Sable Wind; our 2nd Generation Landfill Operation; and our

Industrial Property transactions.

Today, we are on the verge of an unprecedented scale of

investment decisions - $11 Billion in 2018.

What has attracted this level of investment interest? In

part it is simply nature - deep water harbours, large tracts

of available and properly zoned industrial land and also



part physical built infrastructure - particularly pipeline

transportation infrastructure.

The Municipality has played a significant role in attracting

this investment interest - we have worked closely with the

Province - Nova Scotia Business Inc. and Nova Scotia

Department of Energy in particular to market investment

opportunities to the World.

We have invested millions of tax-payers dollars in

preparing the investment climate. We have had numerous

property transactions with the Province of Nova Scotia and

with private land-owners to acquire land for development

purposes. Every piece of property we acquired or sold was

at Market Value. No credible, responsible developer has

ever complained about paying market value for land. In

fact, it has been our experience that those seeking

incentives such as land or tax-breaks are simply non

viable business ventures - anyone can start a business

and promise to create jobs if Government removes the

risks.



The amendments proposed in this Bill represent a thinly-

veiled attempt to create a business case that should be

determined by the Private sector. If you need land for a

dollar, tax holidays, $100 million from government for

upgrading a railway, $40 million from government for

harbour dredging, and probably an ice breaker stationed

there for three months in winter - doesn't sound much like

a sound business case to our Municipality.

We have been supportive of previous Government

involvement in aid of existing businesses. A prime

example of such a role for Government was the New

Page/Port Hawkesbury Paper situation. What made that

circumstance so different was that it was an existing

operation directly employing approximately 500

individuals; and, it was not creating a competition between

regions within Nova Scotia. If the Government had not

assisted with the Mill it would have simply closed - it was

not going to move to another region of Nova Scotia.



Passing of this Bill will bring Nova Scotia back to the

1970's - a time when Government thought it could

influence investment by creating industrial parks and

erecting buildings, investing in wharves, etc. Today local

Municipalities are left with empty buildings and costly,

unused infrastructure. It appears we have learned nothing.

There may be a time for Government to get involved and

fulfill its role in assisting with public infrastructure - that

time is after private sector has lead with its money - after

a Final Investment Decision has been made.

In our Municipality we are fortunate to have Pieridae

Energy poised to make a Final Investment Decision on a

$10 Billion LNG Liquefaction facility. Pieridae have paid

millions of dollars to acquire land - and they paid full

market value. We have no tax agreements! They will need

a short (3 or 4 km) road replaced. The NS Government

has told them they will make no commitment to provide

support in advance of a Final Investment Decision.



The Melford Atlantic Gateway is a $400 million private

sector lead development for a new Container Terminal/

Logistics Park at Melford in the Strait of Canso. The

Melford group stands on the verge of a Final Investment

Decision within months. They have purchased land from

the Province, Municipality of Guysborough and Private

Land Owners - in all cases they paid full market value. We

have negotiated a Community Benefits Agreement that

provides no provision for tax concessions. And, they are

financing the construction of a rail corridor to the terminal.

Both of these examples - Pieridae (or Goldboro LNG as it

is better known) and Melford stand as prime examples of

the inherent unfairness of the amendments proposed

today. It is impossible to argue that the effect of this

amendment is intended to do anything else other than tilt

the field in favor of one region of Nova Scotia over others.

As far as the silly argument that the Province is willing to

look at similar requests from other Municipalities to

provide the same provisions outlined in the Amendment,



this simply ignores the fact that there was no consultation

on this issue outside of CBRM and that the effect will be

that future investors that have already chosen to come to

Nova Scotia will then simply "shop" their development to

Municipalities to see who will provide the greatest

concessions. How does Nova Scotia win in this scenario?

There is a reason that Local and Atlantic Chambers of

Commerce oppose these Amendments - it makes no

business sense and is viewed as purely political. We have

not encountered a single government bureaucrat that

supports these proposed Amendments.

As is required under the Municipal Government Act, the

Minister is required to give Municipalities 12 months'

notice of any provincial legislation, regulation or

administrative actions that could have the effect of

decreasing revenues or increasing the required

expenditures of Municipalities. I have attached the two

most recent letters from the Minister to Municipalities, one

dated March 23, 2017 and a second dated October 27,



2017 and in neither does the Minister reference any

content related to Bill 85.

After selling land to the two developments referenced in

this speech for more than $6 Million and collecting full

taxation from them, we will lose significantly going forward

as we will have to seek the same legislation as CBRM just

to compete. Our finances will suffer dramatically. All

Municipalities will hurt financially, as they too will have to

seek to have the same ability to cut deals, and we'll all be

competing with each other. Everyone will now lose

financially. With this legislation and the Minister's intent to

allow other Municipalities to have the same ability, the

official 'Race to the Bottom' has begun. In this case, with

no notice, and no consultation with the Federation of Nova

Scotia Municipalities or any other Municipality except

CBRM, the Minister has contravened his own legislation.

Our legal team has advised us that the Province of Nova

Scotia should also be concerned that the proposed

amendments to the Municipal Government Act giving a



"Special Charter" to CBRM are in violation of provisions of

Chapter 11 of the North American Free Trade Agreement

("NAFTA"). These amendments to the MGA would unjustly

and disproportionately impact the United States-based

investors of the proposed Melford Atlantic Gateway

container terminal and logistics park and provide for a

successful claim for damages under NAFTA.

NAFTA Article 1102 regarding National Treatment, Article

1103 regarding Most-Favored Nation Treatment, and

Article 1105 regarding Minimum Standard of Treatment

may be violated by these proposed MGA amendments.

Under these NAFTA provisions, governments, including

provincial governments, are required to treat the investors

from NAFTA parties as favourably as they treat, in like

circumstances, their own investors and investments, or

any other foreign investors or investments. It is clear that

the investors of the Melford Atlantic Gateway would not

receive fair and equitable treatment if these proposed

MGA amendments were passed. Such amendments

would give preferential treatment to the investors of a



proposed container project in the CBRM by allowing the

transfer of property at less than fair market value and by

allowing CBRM to give preferential tax treatment

If these legislative amendments go forward as proposed,

both the Province of Nova Scotia and the Government of

Canada could face serious financial impacts, as the

affected investors have a right to make a claim to a

NAFTA tribunal for their losses. As the Province may be

aware from cases concerning Bilcon of Delaware, Inc. and

AbitibiBowater Inc., settling these claims can be very

costly, with amounts in the hundreds of millions of dollars.

We ask all members to honour the legislation we're

governed by, to stand on principle, to be aware of all the

financial implications of passing this legislation and finally,

to allow ample time and opportunity for the Federation of

Nova Scotia Municipalities and Departmental Staff to

consult all Municipalities. Modernizing Municipal

Government should not start with divisive legislation.



I want to thank everyone for your time.

Respectfully Submitted,

Warden Vernon Pitts

Municipality of the District of Guysborough
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NOVA SCOTIA

Municipal Affairs
Office of the Minister

PO Box 216, Halifax. Nova Scotia, Canada B3J 2M4 . Telephone 902 424-5550 Fax 902 424-0581 . novascotia.ca

MAR 2 3 2017

Deputy Mayor Laurie Murley
President of Union of

Nova Scotia Municipalities

Suite 1304, 1809 Barrington Street
Halifax, NS B3J 3K8

Dear President Murley:

Re: 12 Month Notice Under the Municipal Government Act

Under the provisions of the Municipal Government Act, the Minister ofMunicipal Affairs must
provide to the Union of Nova Scotia Municipalities 12 months notice ofany provincial
legislation, regulation or administrative actions that could have the effect ofdecreasing
revenues or increasing the required expenditures of municipalities.

This letter is intended to provide notice ofsuch changes for fiscal year 2018-19 and beyond. The
Departmentof Municipal Affairs (DMA) canvased provincial departments to seek information on
plans for legislative, regulatory and policy changes in the coming fiscal year. The following is a
summary of the results of that survey.

Department of Justice

• Biological Casework Analysis Agreement

The Biological Casework Analysis Agreement provides Nova Scotia's municipalities with DNA
analysis arising from criminal investigations. DNA analysis is an importantand affordable
service that helps solve crimes. The expected cost to Nova Scotia in 2017-18 and 2018-19 is
$724,334.26 compared to $988,849.89 in 2016-17. This temporary reduction in cost is due
to lower-than-anticipated expenses resulting from the consolidation of the lab. It is
expected that the cost of the service post 2018-19 will return to the 2016-17 level as
consolidation is now complete.

The proration of the cost to municipalities will be reassessed annually upon DMA's release of
the "Total Uniform Assessment" for the current fiscal year.
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President Laurie Murley
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• Legalization of Cannabis

There is a possibility that the federally directed legalization of cannabiscould have
implications for municipalities in 2018-19 and beyond in areas such as municipal policy and
policing/by-law enforcement. Until there is clarity around the federal, and subsequent
provincial legislative and regulatory frameworks, no specific implications can be identified.

DMA is on the inter-departmental working group on cannabis legalization and will be leading
municipal engagement as the issue unfolds.

Nova Scotia Environment (NSE)

• Cap and Trade Program for Greenhouse Gas Emissions

NSE is leading the developmentof a cap and trade systemfor provincial Green House Gas
emissions. While it does not anticipate direct municipal impacts, municipalities may be
interested in understanding the broader impacts of cap and trade. NSE will workwith DMA
to provide opportunities to further engage municipalities on this matter.

• Drinking Water Requirements

Manganese is currently an aesthetic parameter in drinking water, which means treatment is
not mandatory. Health Canada consulted on, and subsequently approved, making
manganese a health-related parameter for drinking water. The federal guideline will be
published later this year. Once this happens, it will becomea provincially regulated limit for
drinking water.

Municipalities are already required to sample for manganese; however, when it becomes a
health-related parameter they will be required to treat for it, iftheydo not meet the newly
established limit. Once the limit is in place NSE will expect municipalities to complete an
evaluation to see ifthey meet the new limit and ifthey do not, to develop a plan to meet it.
Based on 2015 data it is expected that this change will affect three of the 83 water
treatment facilities. There will be a compliance period during which municipalities, in
consultation with NSE, will be able to plan for required upgrades.

Department of Municipal Affairs

• Uniform Assessment

Uniform Assessment (UA) measures a municipality's tax base, including the total taxable
property assessment plus the capitalized value of grants a municipality receives from special
property tax arrangements. UA is used to calculate municipal education contributions,
municipal contributions to corrections, and the Municipal Equalization Grant.
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President Laurie Murley
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The UA calculation is currently being reviewedto consider the following:
o Inclusion of the Conservation Property Grant: This grant is provided by the Province to

municipalities in lieu of taxes for qualifying "conservation properties" as outlined in the
Conservation Property Tax Exemption Act. Currently there are 22 municipalities that
receive this grant in lieu.

o Removal of Water Utilities: The current UA calculation provides a credit for water
utilities under the assumption that municipalities do not tax their water utility; however,
in a few cases it has been noted that the municipalities do in fact tax their water utilities.

Municipal contributions to education are determined by applyinga tax rate, set by the
Department of Education, to the UA. Ifthe UA calculation is updated accordingly, total
municipal contributions to education would increase.

• Joint Municipal Accountability and Transparency Committee (JMAT)

The Joint Municipal Accountability and Transparency Committee was established to ensure

mechanisms are in place to support the requirement of transparency and accountability to
the public concerning municipal expenses. The committee is in the process of finalizing
recommendations, with anticipated changes to the MGA in phases. Phase one will be this

spring with anticipated amendments, including posting municipal expenses online, having no

material financial impact on municipalities. Other recommendations are subject to further
consultation, and may be brought forward and have impacts in the 2018/19 year.

As you know, all government departments continue to review programs that could affect
municipalities, particularly those that would decrease revenues or increase the required
expenditures of municipalities. As potential impacts are identified, notice will be provided to
municipalities. Please let Kelliann Dean, Deputy Minister, Department of Municipal Affairs,
know if you have any concerns or questions regarding the information contained in this 12
month notice.

Yours truly,

,£ach Churchill

/Minister

J
c Honourable Diana Whalen, Minister of Justice

Honourable Margaret Miller, Minister of Nova Scotia Environment
Kelliann Dean, Deputy Minister of Municipal Affairs



NovAScorrA

Municipal Affairs
Office of the Minister

PO Box 216, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada B3J 2M4 • Telephone 902 424-5550 Fax 902 424-0581 • novascota.ca

OCT 2 7 2017

Deputy Mayor Laurie Murley
President, Union of Nova Scotia Municipalities
Suite 1304,1809 Barrington Street
Halifax, NS B3J3K8

Dear Deputy Mayor Murley:

Re: Requirement to Notify the Union of Nova Scotia Municipalities - MunicipalGovernment Act
SNS1998, c. 18, Section 519

Please accept this letter as the notice to the Union of Nova Scotia Municipalities required by
subsection 519(1) of the Municipal Government ActSNS 1998, c. 18, of legislation that will have the
effect of decreasing the revenue received by municipalities in Nova Scotia or increasing the required
expenditures of municipalities in Nova Scotia.

The Government of the Province has passed An Act to Amend Chapter 10 of the Acts of 1994-95, the
Workers' Compensation Act on October 24, 2017 (Bill No. 7). In accordance with clause 12 of Bill No.
7, the legislation willcome into force one year after the date on which it receives Royal Assent.

Bill No. 7 creates a presumption respecting causation of post-traumatic stress disorder for front-line
or emergency-response workers (FERWs), includingfirefighters (both paid and volunteer) and police
officers who are diagnosed with this condition. It is anticipated that the total number of claims for
post-traumatic stress disorder and the total number of such claims that are accepted for coverage
may increase due to the introduction of the presumption and that assessment rates and associated
claims costs could also rise. As a result, the expenditures of municipalities in Nova Scotia that
participate in the workers' compensation system could increase.

Rate-setting is a decision made by the Workers' Compensation Board (WCB). If the WCB decides to
apply rate changes only to employers of FERWs, the additional annual claims costs to municipalities
as a group, resulting from the introduction of the PTSD presumption would produce the following
estimates (subject to claims experience), modelled on the basis of recent years' experience:

• Policeand paid firefighters: $23,000-$47,000 (shared across all municipalities that
have opted for WCB coverage of these workers)

• Volunteer Firefighters: $52,400-$107,200 (shared across all municipalities that have
opted for WCB coverage of these deemed workers)

Page 2



Alternatively, it is possible that the WCB could decide to allocate the costs of the presumption to all
assessed employersin the Province due to the nature of the workof FERWs in protecting the public
safety and providing for the publicgood. Ifthe WCB were to follow this approach, it is estimated
that it would cost WCB rate payers an additional $0.01 (one cent) per $100 of payroll. Thismeans
that a rate payerwith a $1 million payroll would see an increase of$100per year.

It is also possible that the legislation will result in a potential savingsfor employers due to the impact
of successful early treatment on return to work, sick leave,short term illness and productivity.
Identification of actual net costs and benefits will not be possible until the presumption is in effect
for some time.

I trust that this is sufficient to provide you with notice of the legislationand ask that you please bring
this letter to the attention of the Boardof Directorsof the Unionof NovaScotia Municipalities at
your earliest opportunity.

Sincerely,

Derek Mombourquette
Minister

cc. Honourable Labi Kousoulis, Minister of Labour and Advanced Education



MUNICIPALITY OF THE COUNTY OF

ANTIGONISH

TO: Members of the Standing Committee on Law Amendments

FROM: Warden Owen McCarron

SU BJECT: Presentation in Opposition to Bill 85

DATE: MARCH 26, 2018

Good afternoon Mr. Chairman & members of the Committee. My name is Owen McCarron, and I am

the Warden of the Municipality of the County of Antigonish. Iam here today with Glenn Home,

Municipal Clerk Treasurer. Thank you for receiving my presentation.

The Municipality of the County of Antigonish stands with its municipal, business and economic

development partners in the Strait region and across the province in opposing Bill 85. Our Municipality
has significant concerns with this Bill, which I will speak to this afternoon.

I very much appreciate that Iam presenting to a Committee that is knowledgeable about this Bill, the

issues associated with it and the potential impacts, as many of you have municipal, community and

economic development backgrounds.

The Municipality's opposition stems from three specific concerns:

1. The artificial advantage it provides to the Port of Sydney;

2. The eventual race-to-the-bottom created by this policy change; and

3. The complete absence of municipal consultation.

Iwill first speak to the artificial advantage this bill provides CBRM and the Port of Sydney.

The powers and authority of municipalities across Nova Scotia, including CBRM, are provided by the

MGA- one set of rules creates a level playing field. These proposed amendments introduce a

predictable and negative shift in approach to economic development in our province.

It is difficult to accept that port-based development of the size and scope permitted by this bill would be

influenced to any degree by a reduction in property tax. These investment decisions are influenced by

geopolitical and economic forces. They are influenced by proximity to market and capacity of the

associated local infrastructure. Reduced property taxes and land prices would seem to be insignificant

by comparison. However, if they are offered you can bet that they will be pursed.

As our forestry and other industries know too well, international trading partners are quick to apply

retaliatory measures on companies that appear to benefit from government subsidy. Softwood lumber,

pulp & paper, and steel have all suffered from even the perception of this benefit.

We have heard from the business community that they support competitive markets, not artificial

incentives. Artificial incentives will serve to shift the cost of service delivery. If industry plays less then

Presentation in Opposition to Bill 85 1



MUNICIPALITY OF THE COUNTY OF

ANTIGONISH

residents will pay more while communities struggle to stabilize and expand their tax base & revenue

streams.

In Antigonish County, we require residents to contribute a portion of the capital cost for an extension of

municipal infrastructure. Across the province municipalities require developers, businesses and

residents to contribute to the costs of growth - they understand and accept this bargain. Cutting tax

deals and selling land at less than market value contradicts the reality we all face and the bargain we

have struck for necessary infrastructure investments. How do we tell our residents that they have to

contribute to a waterline when the neighboring municipality is cutting a tax deal with a multi-national

corporation?

We can plainly see where this dated and destructive practice will lead; a practice that has caused our

province challenges in the past and runs counter to the tone set by the Ivany Commission.

Either the province limits these advantages to CBRM, creating an artificial advantage over its municipal

partners, or it provides these same powers to all municipalities initiating a race to the bottom.

Antigonish County is opposed to both scenarios.

The Minister of Municipal Affairs has indicated that the government is open to extending these same

provisions to other municipalities. With this in mind I'll remind you of the Ivany Commission's call for all

Nova Scotians to work together to address the economic and social challenges that confront us. It is

essential that our communities be encouraged to work together to achieve prosperity. In the long run

no one will win when community is pitted against community to provide potential investors with more

for less.

The Ivany Report spoke to a review of the taxation regime in Nova Scotia to foster economic growth.

Exemptions and credits associated with growth and employment for personal and corporate income

taxes were mentioned specifically. Donald Savoie, perhaps the leading expert on economic

development in the Maritimes, has also long advocated for a more competitive tax regime.

Special property tax arrangements were not part of the assessment in either case.

Income tax rates and Nova Scotian's personal income taxes relative to GDP are among the highest in the

country. The same can be said for consumption tax and corporate income tax. These taxes affect every

Nova Scotian, regardless of municipality. They represent a greater cost to business and have greater

influence on investment decisions than municipal property taxes. Further exploration of the impacts of

these areas of taxation, areas that maintain a level playing field across communities, may yield better

overall results on attracting investment to Nova Scotia than a one-off like Bill-85.

I also submit that if any municipality wishes to lower the commercial property tax rate for any area or

industry, they have that ability. However, lowering the rate would benefit all business rather than an

exclusive few. Further, if the argument for this power centres on competiveness with American cities

Presentation in Opposition to Bill 85



MUNICIPALITY OF THE COUNTY OF

ANTIGONISH

along the eastern seaboard we have not seen that rationale. Iwould respectfully request that the

Department of Municipal Affairs submit to the House this and all other evidence used to justify this shift
in public policy.

Donald Savoie's assessment of economic development in our region flags a culture and attitude shaped

by an economy of scarcity. We cannot compete as a province if we compete among ourselves. Bill 85

serves to do just that.

Taking lessons from the Ivany Commission, municipalities and the Province need to work together to

develop economic development tools that build on our advantages and increase investments in the

province, not drive down each other's capacity to provide services as business interests pit neighbor

against neighbor.

Finally, I'd like to speak to the absence of consultation on this crucial topic.

A Partnership Agreement was signed between the Union of Nova Scotia Municipalities and the

Department of Municipal Affairs on December 1, 2016. The very first commitment of that agreement

was to develop a consultation protocol on legislative and regulatory changes that impact municipal

government. 15 months later, here we are presenting on a government bill that has a significant impact

on municipal government with a complete absence of consultation.

Bill 85 was introduced without consultation with municipalities. Meanwhile, through Fiscal Review and

the MGA Review, municipalities have been working with the government in good faith to develop new,

modern economic development tools that serve to attract and expand investment in Nova Scotia, rather

than pitting one municipality against another.

We have stood with the Department of Municipal Affairs on the creation of the Regional Enterprise

Networks. We have stood with the Department as we try to modernize municipalities. We have been

partners in economic and community development in this Province. But today, on this issue, it doesn't

feel like much of a partnership.

A partnership and engagement isn't just for when it suits, it's the foundation upon which we build our

trust to grow this Province together.

For each of these reasons, we urge the Government to suspend Bill 85 and consult with all municipalities

on this crucial topic.

Presentation in Opposition to Bill 85



• Hello, my name is John Beaton and I am the CEO of the Eastern-Strait Regional

Enterprise Network.

• We are one of 6 Regional Enterprise Networks or REN's funded in part by the Dept. of

Municipal Affairs and also in part by 5 municipalities including The Town and County of

Antigonish, Port Hawkesbury, St. Mary's District and the Municipality of the District of

Guysborough. We currently have a 6th municipality likely coming on to ESREN soon

which is the Town of Mulgrave.

• Our role and the role of REN's in general is to perform regional economic development

services led by business with accountability to them as well as to our funding partners.

• I'm here to provide my comments in opposition of Bill 85.

• Although we have 8 strategic focus areas, Investment Readiness is one of our most

important files - we have put a priority on this area because we know that we have to

have the right pond to attract the right fish. , -^-—p^-g-^y^^ ,.
• On a personal level, I have been working in Business Development and Economic

Development in various roles and locations of the province for 15 years including Halifax

and Cape Breton as well as my current location in the Eastern-Strait Region. I was born

and raised in Cape Breton so I'm quite familiar with the challenges and opportunities

there.

• I've also observed the changing landscape of economic development over that time.

• It's a bit difficult for me to speak here today for two reasons: 1.) The Honorable Minister

Mombourquette is heading Municipal Affairs, and has been a positive lead on our REN

file with the province. And 2.) I know CBRM is facing challenges with regard to

y\ attracting a large shipping container terminal and logistics park. I can appreciate those
\ I 7 'W u challenges and the need to create the right conditions for investment. Afterall, within

our region a container terminal has been on the horizon for a number of years.

• Yes, The municipal partners of ESREN experience the same kind of challenges. At least

four of our municipal partners have or will soon be in possession of landand properties I
thatthey have been trying to best position for investment.*^" /cvv-d ACu'yk- 110*? / ,vf

• So, Ifeel strongly that if Idon't speak up, the municipalities in our REN will have another . , //
economic challenge put ontothem - and uneven playing field for investment.c*/>d- f0<^-'

• Over the past year alone, ESREN has created an investment database highlighting the

regional assets and promoting our region to investors and giving local municipalities and

developers access to our economic information. Over the next year we hope to make

the real estate portion of this work more robust. During the next year we are also

evaluation the investment readiness potential of each of our municipal units so that we

can develop a work plan to implement actions that improve the likelihood of new

businesses locating to our region, td .1 <p



^ \

• CBRM is trying to position itself for a container terminal. Municipality of the District of

Guysborough is doing the same. My reference of course is to Melford International

Terminal.

• Everyone in our region knows that for the past decade or more, things have been slowly

moving forward using only private sector investment. No land deals. No tax breaks

• This year our region inches even closer to seeing a container terminal become a reality

with the procurement of engineering services.

• Likely this project would have moved much sooner with similar breaks but strong,

sustainable business cases are not built on such foundations, (look up examples)

• We are used to hearing talks of the Once NS: Now or Never Report (aka Ivany report)

which challenged us to remove silos between municipal partners. The advice: More

municipal cooperation and less competition. Afterall, when we look at the challenges all

municipalities face in Nova Scotia, and to a greater degree rural municipalities such as

demographic and population shifts, a charter that positions just one municipality for

economic development and investment doesn't do much for economic equality across

the province. XCt^% ^K^ e^^g^X^, (^^ ^rv^Jji^ r^A^^^<J^t,
• Despite the best intentions of Bill 85,1 have to speak up against the charter because

while ifs a step ahead for CBRM, it's a big step back for the rest of province with the

exception of Halifax.

• I also have a duty to represent the economic development interests of our municipal

partners - and bill 85 most certainly does not improve the investment readiness

circumstances that we've been working hard to address.

• The bill encourages an investment landscape of inequality in the province and sets us

back to pre-MGA days where new business went to the municipality with the best

financial incentives in the sale of its land - even at less than market value. Except under

Bill 85, other municipalities do not have such liberties.

• In the spirit of the One Nova Scotia Report and provincial support of rural economic

development -1 have to say that Bill 85 is bad for business on a provincial scale.

• We must have such a charter and the Municipal Government Act must be amended to

allow CBRM to sell land^Uess-tfian market value andjD#er13)^reaks^tjiarrrfie same
concessjojjs^hOTildbe made for all rmKiicH^alifles in Nova Scotia^Ooit for all ordo itfor

• Thank you.
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At the outset I would like to thank the staff of Municipal Affairs along with the Minister for their work on this

file for the last two years and their recognition of the importance to CBRM.

The legislation before the house will be key to the CBRM in moving forward one of the biggest opportunities

for economic prosperity that has come to the Municipality since the days of Steel and Coal. The CBRM is a

regional municipality comprised of 8 former municipalities and is the second biggest in the Province. This

opportunity is one that has many years invested to bring it to where it is today. The introduction of this

legislation did not come without many discussions and much vetting. It is an example of what the Provincial

Government is promoting in its Municipal Modernization initiative, an initiative that encourages partnerships

and working together for the good of the region. The project itself has been vetted through Price Waterhouse

Coopers who describe the proposed transaction as a low risk approach which meets CBRM's goals and is a low

risk approach for encouraging economic development. This third party review along with consultations with

the trade division of Inter Governmental affairs were part of the due diligence that were done before

consideration was given to the legislative change.

There has been comments by other parties such as an unequal playing field or race to the bottom that need to

be addressed. Cape Breton Regional Municipality has a commercial tax rate of $5.46. Ifyou compare this to
an area such as Guysborough with a commercial rate of $2.58, it is more than double. They proudly describe
themselves on their website as having the lowest residential tax rate in Nova Scotia at .66 cents and having a

commercial tax rate that is competitive with other areas. I would be bragging also. We cannot boast that in

CBRM. Our residential rate is 4 times that and with a commercial rate of $5.46, we cannot compete in the

Global Market; we would not even be in the game. We are not engaging in a race to the bottom. We are a

regional government and so are not competing with our neighboring municipalities. We are offeringa
proposal that is comparative to others in the same industry. Thisdeal will enable us to more than recoup our
original investment, it will secure future tax revenue and encourage job creation in an area with high
unemployment and 1/3 of its children living in poverty.

The legislative change before the provincial government is not somethingnew in the Province of Nova Scotia.
There are many examples of legislative authority given to municipalities for the purposes of economic
development including; legislation Richmond County haswith Port Hawkesbury Paper, Richmond's Bear Head
LNG plantand the legislation the Halifax Regional Municipality has with Irving Shipbuilding. Other supports
from the Province include those to the Guysborough landfill, Trenton Works, Northern Pulp, Michelin,
Bowater and the Yarmouth Ferry, all initiatives supported by CBRM. Other municipalities across the province
have received millions of dollars in support of job creation and economic development. CBRM are looking for
legislation for a project that will see $700 million dollars in Private investment. CBRM has not come out
against these other projects and have in fact always supported them because they are good for Nova Scotia.
This project not unlike the others will be good for Nova Scotia.

This does not give CBRM a carte blanche for other projects. We would have to do the same due diligence as
we did with this project. Also, it does not preclude other Municipalities to look for similar economic tools for a
regional initiative. I'm sure at that time the Province would take the same approach to ensure that they did
their due diligence to ensure the protection ofthe Municipality, the protection ofthe Province and that it in
fact is good for Nova Scotia. Thank you for the time and your consideration of Bill 85



CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Municipal Charter Threatens
Economic Future of Nova Scotia

March 15, 2018 Member Policy Alert

A topic has hit the legislature that is designed to pit one region of our province against the other, and favor one

port development opportunity over another.

LOSING A LEVEL PLAYING FIELD

A bill is on the docket that could result in CBRM having the kind of economic development powers at their disposal that

have not been seen since the 1990's in Nova Scotia - leaving the rest of us behind and resulting in the loss of a level

playing field for economic development efforts in the province. Specifically the billwill allow CBRM to provide private

businesses with tax exemptions, abatements, and land-giveaways - something no other region will be able to compete

with when trying to attract/retain investment. The result will be regions working against each other in a race to the

bottom. Revisions to the Municipal Government Act halted those practices in the 90's in order to create a level playing

field and to focus on doing business with the world, instead of competing with each other.

FLYING IN THE FACE OF THE IVANY REPORT

The bill introduced last week in the provincial legislature flies in the face of the Ivany Report's forward-thinking plans,

and sets us back 30 years. The One Nova Scotia report, and the efforts that have followed it, have been well-intentioned;

not perfect, but full of progressive ideas to improve our economy. One of the most impactful legacies of that report has

been that all regions of our province are working together to advance our economy.
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STARTING NEGATIVE CHAIN REACTION

Although the CBRM motivation is clearly about port development, the impact will be felt much more broadly in terms of

our ability to attract investment to rural Nova Scotia.

• Inevitably, municipalities will be pitted against each other in the face of these sweeping economic development

powers for a select few.

• Investors will lose confidence in a government that does the opposite of creating winning conditions for business as

recommended in the Ivany report - changing rules in mid-stream and in this case, creating government-enabled

competition, which this legislation is doing.

• Unsustainable business models will be propped up on the backs of taxpayers and small businesses (in this case

especially, when you keep in mind the continued need for dredging and the estimated $100 million cost to upgrade

the rail line).

LEARNING FROM THE PAST

The proposed municipal charter for CBRM will result in the creation of a false economy and dependency for that

region, similar to the days of the steel and heavy water plants. Itwill be a race to the bottom for all regions of the

province as municipalities will need to pursue their own special deals with the province just to remain competitive and on a

level playing field. Bill #85 goes far beyond providing subsidies to a questionable business model - in effect it

demonstrates favoritism for one port development project over another.

RACING TO THE BOTTOM

Howwill your municipality/region compete? Will they negotiate their own best deal? Of course - because they have a

responsibility to offer attractive investment conditions to potential new business. But so will their neighbours, and their

neighbour's neighbours (case in point - Guysborough reluctantly prepares for the inevitable Race to the Bottom). At

a time when we are on the edge of prosperity with clear goals from the Ivany Report and balanced budgets in this

province, the inevitable result will be a RACE to THE BOTTOM.

CONTACT YOUR MLA

Ask your provincial representative - how does this proposed legislation support the Ivany Report principles and create a

level playing field? Encourage furthermodernization of the Municipal GovernmentAct, without majorexceptions like this.

Let's focus on creating globally-competitive infrastructure and cost structuresacross the entire economy, and ensuring

access to an appropriatelytrained workforce, so that all ships rise in Nova Scotia's economy. Find your MLA here:

https://nsleqislature.ca/members/profiles-table
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March 23, 2018

The Honourable Stephen McNeil

Premier of Nova Scotia

Via Email: premier@novascotia.ca

The Honourable Derek Mombourquette
Minister of Service Nova Scotia and Municipal Affairs
Via Email: DMAMIN@novascotia.ca

Dear Premier McNeil and Minister Mombourquette,

RE: Bill No. 85 - Amendment to the MGA / Municipal Charter for CBRM

Strait Area Chamber of Commerce Request for Equitable Competitive Environment for

All Nova Scotia Businesses

In receiving the email response from Minister Mombourquette on March 1, 2018 to the concerns

expressed in my letter of February 13,1 felt reassured that the Chamber's members could be confident

that our government would take great care to ensure that all regions of Nova Scotia would be kept on a

level playing field when it comes to the economic development tools at their disposal. In his response,

Minister Mombourquette indicated that it was too early to predict exactly how those tools would look,

and he committed to municipal modernization that would encourage regional cooperation.

So it was with great concern that I read the details of Bill No. 85 (tabled just seven days after the email

response I received) and found that it would create all of the risks that we identified in our original

letter. The bill enables the sale/leased land for less than fair market value and makes possible unlimited

tax abatements on eligible industrial lands in the CBRM. With no definition of "eligible industrial lands"

and no limitation on the abatements (or who is entitled to them), this bill will effectively ensure that

other municipalities have little to no chance of securing development in their respective regions.

Our mandate as a Chamber of Commerce is to promote, improve, and protect trade and commerce. This

bill does exactly the opposite in a number of ways:

1. We are losing our level playing field - one that was created in large part by the MGA revisions in

the 1990's to address issues exactly like the ones being recreated with this bill,

2. It flies in the face of the Ivany report where cooperation and collaboration was clearly identified

as the way forward for our economy. With the passing of this bill, municipal units will struggle to

work collaboratively with the loss of that level playing field,

Strait Area Chamber of Commerce P:(902) 625-1588 F:(902) 625-5985

101-609 Church St. info@straitareachamber.ca

Port Hawkesbury, NS B9A 2X4 @StraitAreaCoC
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3. This bill will start a negative chain reaction where municipalities are pitted against each other,
where investors lose confidence in agovernment that changes the rules part way through the
game (even after tens of millions have been invested), and where unsustainable business
models will be propped up on the backs of taxpayers,

4. It shows that we haven't learned from our past mistakes in trying tocreate a false economy (and
dependency on subsidies) inspecific areas of our province, and

5. Bill No. 85 is the beginning of a race tothe bottom. Although they may disagree with the broad,
undefined, and dangerous charter measures in principle, every municipal unit will be lining up to
negotiate their own best deal because they havea responsibility to set conditions to attract
businesses and jobs; and sothe undercutting ofeach region by another will begin and the race
to the bottom will in full swing.

As a result, on March 13 the Strait Area Chamber took steps to ensure our members and local municipal
representatives were made aware ofthe risks created by Bill No. 85. Apolicy alert was issued through
our direct channels to the 315 businesses across our membership, and wasalso communicated via social
media and traditional media. The risks are spelled out clearly and Ihave attached thealert for your
records.As our government leaders, Isincerely hope you will reflect on these risks and consideran
alternate route.

As Nova Scotians, Ifeel confident in stating that our membership wants to see successful businesses
thrive in the Port ofSydney, theStrait ofCanso, the Port ofHalifax, and in all parts ofour province; we
would welcome public policy thatcan help us achieve that result. This bill will not serve thatgoal -
instead it has the potential to drive existing industries outofthis province and to set taxpayers up for
footing the bill on new developments. It's a basic principle ofbudgeting at any level, including at the
municipal level that if someone is paying less, then someone is paying more. Bill No. 85 is vague in its
wording and does not include anyprovisions that will promote, improve or protecttrade and
commerce, nor will it protect taxpayers in general.

Further, Chamber members havespoken to Liberal caucus staff who have suggested that consultation
with municipal units has occurred onthis amendment to the MGA that governs them. In speaking with
elected municipal officials in this region (Port Hawkesbury, Antigonish, Inverness, Guysborough,
Victoria), Ihave beenassured that nosuch consultation has happened. This amendment represents a
major change, not only for CBRM, but for all municipal unitsas it signals a change in direction in how
theywill operate and interact with each other. Iwould respectfully suggest that making such an
amendment withoutconsulting municipalities isa lost opportunity, and has resulted in a poorly
developed piece of public policy that does not have the support (or best interests in mind) ofthe very
people it is designed to empower and/or regulate.

Ata time when we are on the edge of prosperitywith cleargoalsfrom the Ivany Reportand balanced
budgets in this province, the inevitable result of rushing to pass Bill No. 85 as it iscurrently written will
be a RACE to THE BOTTOM.

Strait AreaChamber of Commerce P:{902) 625-1588 F:(902) 625-5985
101-609 Church St. info@straitareachamber.ca
Port Hawkesbury, NS B9A2X4 @StraitAreaCoC



Premier McNeil and Minister Mombourquette, there is still time to halt this process and dothe right
thing - postpone the passing of this bill and reopen the consultation process to ensure that impacted
municipalities and businesses are consulted and that their concerns are addressed. The Strait Area
Chamber would bevery interested in supporting the process ofbroadening the consultation onthis
legislation, and inworking with government to create a public policy that considers the needsof
municipalities, businesses, and residents of Nova Scotia.

Kind regards,

tdmtw^Wto~~~
Amanda Mombourquette
Executive Director

Strait Area Chamber of Commerce

609 Church Street, Business Suite 101
Port Hawkesbury
Nova Scotia B9A 2X4

amanda(S)straitareachamber.ca / 902-625-1588

cc: Hon. Karen Casey, Deputy Premier, Minister of Finance

Hon. Lloyd Hines, Minister of Transportation and Infrastructure Renewal
Hon. Randy Delorey, Minister of Health and Wellness
Alana Paon, MLA, Cape Breton Richmond
Allan MacMaster, MLA, Inverness
Tim Houston, MLA, Pictou East

Laurie Boucher, Mayor, Town of Antigonish
Owen McCarron, Warden, Municipality of the County of Antigonish
Vernon Pitts, Warden, Municipality of the County of Guysborough
Ralph Hadley, Mayor, Town of Mulgrave
Brenda Chisholm-Beaton, Mayor, Town of Port Hawkesbury
Betty Ann MacQuarrie, Warden, Municipality of the County of Inverness
Brian Marchand, Warden, Municipality of the County of Richmond
Bruce Morrison, Warden, Municipality of the County of Victoria
Sheri Somerville, CEO, Atlantic Chamber of Commerce
Glenn Davis, Vice President, Policy, Atlantic Chamber of Commerce
Dan Fougere, President, Antigonish Chamber of Commerce
Richard Burrell, Executive Director, Antigonish Chamber of Commerce
Nancy MacConnell-Maxner, President, Pictou Chamber of Commerce
Jack Kyte, Executive Director, Pictou Chamber of Commerce
Alex Stevenson, President, Truro and Colchester Chamber of Commerce
Sherry Martell, Executive Director, Truro and Colchester Chamber of Commerce
Richie Mann, President, Strait Area Chamber of Commerce
NS Media

Strait Area Chamber of Commerce P:(902) 625-1588 F:(902) 625-5985
101-609 Church St. info@straitareachamber.ca
Port Hawkesbury, NS B9A2X4 @StraitAreaCoC
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March 26,2018

The Honourable Derek Mombourquette
Minister

Department of Municipal Affairs
P.O. Box 216

Halifax, NS
B3J 2M4

Dear Minister Mombourquette:

As you know, the UNSM membership is comprised of 50 quite diverse municipalities,
all indifferent situations, with different opportunities and challenges. UNSM is
committed to helping all municipalities be effective byfacilitating strategic advocacy,
education and collaboration.

The UNSM Board, based on extensive feedback during the Fiscal Review work,
believes municipalities inNova Scotia want to have more autonomy intheir decision
making, more tools and flexibility in responding to community needs, recognizing one
solution does not fit all. UNSM is encouraging municipalities to work together to the
betterment of their areas. They are best able to determine the appropriate strategies
necessary for theircommunities, andto ensuring all share in the benefits andcosts.

The proposed amendment to Qiapter 18 of the Municipal Government Actrespecting
Gape Breton Regional Municipality tabled in the Legislature March 8, 2018, has drawn
much attention. UNSM has been asked for its views on this amendment.

As the UNSM Board understands it, the amendment proposed would give CBRM
two tools, subject to conditions. Onetoolprovides the ability to sell or lease aneligible
municipal property at less than market value. Eligible municipal properties will be
determined through provincial regulation, and this regulation has not yet been
provided. The second tool permits CBRM to enter into a tax agreement with the
owner of an eligible industrial property. Again, eligible properties will be determined
byprovincial regulation. In both cases, public hearings must be held.
The processes leading to an application of these tools will be transparent. The
province must approve the application of these tools.

The UNSM Board has heard the concerns from a few of our members and businesses.
The concern expressed is that this will provide CBRM with an unfair advantage. If the
tool is allowed, it should be provided to allmunicipalities. This would force
municipalities to compete: investors could playoff municipalities for the best deal, and
everyone loses. Concern has also beenexpressed aroundthe lack of consultation on
this proposal.

I have spoken to the Minister, and our Boardreceived a presentation fromthe province
on the matter. Based on these discussions, the Board sees the amendment as pertaining
only to CBRM, who still has to convince theircommunity should theychoose to use
the tool. The province will determine whether the application is in the bestinterest of
the province. The Board is comfortable with the conditions placed on the application
of these tools, and believes the checks and balances are sufficient. This amendment
does not give CBRM the right to offeranyincentive to anybusiness or household.

../2 ®
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Each application would be judged on its own merits, andfollow the same process for
approvals. UNSM would like to ensure this tool be applied to significant industrial
properties.

The Board also recognizes that CBRM is a regional municipality and we respect their
right to undertake full analysis on the needs of theircommunity and to submit a
request to the province to support their goals. The Board cannot ignore the fact that
Halifax has similar opportunities, and that the province has provided different forms
of assistance for industrial properties, inotherregions of the province. The Board
has received assurances the province would entertain similar, well thought out and
researched requests submitted byany group of municipalities who wish to work
together on a common opportunity. UNSM would similarly support those regional
requests.

The Board is aware there is competition already inourcurrent municipal system, and
many argue the field is not level now. Forthis reason, UNSM is working closely with
the province and the Association ofMunicipal Administrators to explore new ways of
supporting local government. The status quo is notworking for many in the
province, we need to be responsive and innovative. We also need to help our
municipalities compete. We need a broad discussion with ourmunicipalities, our
business community and other stakeholders on how best to support economic
development.

With respect to consultation, UNSM always encourages the province toconsult prior
to the introduction ofany new legislative or regulatory changes. InJanuary, UNSM
andthe Department jointly signed a Guideline for Consultation. The Guideline
indicates consultation will increase as the number ofaffected municipalities and the
degree towhich they are impacted increases. In this case, the amendment relates only
to CBRM under verycontrolled conditions.

Insummary, the UNSM Board is supportive of the right ofCBRM to request special
tools for their unique situation, and is comfortable with the checks and balances in
place toensure the tool is appropriately applied. UNSM is very cognizant ofthe need
to ensure this does not result in a race to the bottom and should this become
apparent, UNSM will consult with all our members for an appropriate response.

Sincerely,

Councillor Geoff Stewart
President, UNSM

GS/tv

cc: Law Amendments Committee
UNSMMembership
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Chief Terry Paul - Speaking Notes
Bill 85

Province House

March 26, 2018

Mr. (or Madame) Chairperson & Committee Members, thank

you for allowing me to be here today to speak with you.

Kwe - Good Afternoon, my name is Chief Terry Paul, of

Membertou. I am here representing both my community and

•the Assembly of Nova Scotia Mi'kmaq Chiefs.

In speaking today on Bill 85, let me tell you that I appreciate the

dialogue and discussion that has taken place. An opportunity of

this caliber should be given much thought and attention.

In Membertou, I like to think that we know a thing or two about

seizing opportunities and making calculated decisions. Over the

last thirty-four years, I have had the great fortune of being



elected the Chief of Membertou. In my early years as Chief, the

state of our community was economically depressed.

As myself and our Council sat around the table, we had some

very difficult and sometimes unpopular decisions to make, in

order to see through the vision that we had for our community.

For those of you who have visited Membertou, you've seen an

economically and socially thriving Mi'kmaq community - but it

is not by mistake that our community has risen. It was in

creating a vision that we believed in, for our community and

following through on it every single day, that it was possible. It

was in working diligently every day for thirty-four years, to

make our vision a reality, that we've seen the successes that we

have. It was looking at opportunities from different lenses and

deciding that we would move forward, if not just for us, but for



the future of the community.

As you can imagine, our decision to work with the Sydney Port

Development group is no different. In coming to the table, we

did our research and made calculated decisions before moving

ahead.

As the Co-Chair of the Assembly of Nova Scotia Mi'kmaq Chiefs,

I represent thirteen Mi'kmaq communities across the province.

For us, this is much more than strictly a Sydney operation.

The benefits that our communities stand to work for, will

support 22,000 Mi'kmaq people in Nova Scotia -from

Membertou all the way to Acadia.

We recognize that this is the only Port project in Nova Scotia

that has gone through the proper consultation process. It is a



true Nation-to-Nation initiative. This project has allowed us to

see a true example of Truth and Reconciliation between the

Mi'kmaq and our government. We hope that this will

be the first of many true partnerships among us.

Not unlike some of the challenges faced by the CBRM,

Membertou was not always a popular place to do business.

We've had to make sacrifices and "act" outside the box to

become attractive to business partners and developers.

In moving this Bill forward, perhaps it's not the way we've

traditionally done things in our region... but why let that

hinder our growth?

Like our counterparts in Halifax, having deeper decision-making

power within the CBRM will enable us to provide incentives and



become attractive for development. It is a positive step toward

a prosperous future.

Without incentive, what advantage do we have over any other

region? We must put our best foot forward.

We are grateful to the Province of Nova Scotia, Minister

Mombourquette, our Cape Breton MLA's, CBRM and

Mayor Clarke along with his team for the dedicated work

they've been doing over the last number of years.

Thanks to the proper consultation processes, our communities

now hold stake to 250 acres of land, which is now

under the control of the Assembly of Nova Scotia Mi'kmaq

Chiefs.

As an Assembly of Chief's, we work united together for the



benefit of the entire province and our communities. We choose

collaboration over competition. Please know that Bill 85 and

the future of Port Development potential in Sydney is a

province-wide initiative that has gone through it's due

processes with the Mi'kmaq. There is potential for all Nova

Scotians and people from all across the country to become

involved.

I stand with our communities who say, that in creating a

Charter for the CBRM, we must take our time and be thoughtful

about the process. But I also strongly believe that in moving Bill

85 forward, we're giving our communities a competitive

advantage for growth, all the while, still working to develop a

meaningful Charter in a timely manner.



In Membertou, we know what it means to have the ability to

make decisions, the freedom to think differently, and we see

the advantages that can come out of having the power to move

projects along at a timely pace. I know, that if the CBRM are

granted the same opportunities, it will only further promote

growth, prosperity and a bright future for Cape Bretoners, Nova

Scotians, and Canadians.

Wela'lioq, Thank you!
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Port of Sydney Development Corporation

Chair, Honorable Members, Ladies and Gentleman

I am John Khattar, Vice-Chair of the Port of Sydney Development

Corporation.

I am here today to support the proposed amendment of the MGA

as set out in Bill 85.

Under our Memorandum at the present time the Port of Sydney

Development Corporation is empowered to operate and manage

Sydney Harbour and the associated infrastructure as it relates to

the Joan Harriss Cruise pavilion, and by implication, the cruise

industry in CBRM.

The Port of Sydney Development Corporation is mandated under

its articles for the purpose of civic improvement and to support and

promote the development of the Port of Sydney with a view of

growing the economy of the Cape Breton Regional Municipality. In



our advocacy role, the Port Development Corporation strives to

create and support conditions for success with the aim of

optimizing the Port's economic development prospects and by

extension, that of CBRM.

Going forward, it is the intention of the Port Board to expand its

mandate keeping in mind the main focus of our creation and

existence. We feel strongly that the further commercialization of the

Port of Sydney is key to our long-term success. How can this be

accomplished?

I'm going to talk about leveling the playing field - it isn't level right

now.

These amendments are the beginning of offering Cape Breton

Regional Municipality - and its Port of Sydney, the opportunity

that had brought success to the Halifax Regional Municipality and

the Port of Halifax.

Halifax has a flourishing port: Science, shipbuilding, Navy, Coast

Guard, marine serves, cruise ships, offshore services, city ferries,

container traffic.



In Sydney - our port is also very busy - Marine Atlantic ferries to

Newfoundland, we have a robust cruise sector, bulk shipping:

Donkin Mine is now shipping coal, shipyard and ship repair, Coast

Guard college, fuel shipments, naval ship recycling contract, tug

service.

The Board of the Port of Sydney is focused on the growth of that

cruise and tourism sector. We are planning a record-breaking

season, on top of last year's record-breaking season. 200,000

visitors are expected this year.

A key thing to keep in mind, is that we are not competitors. The

services we offer in Sydney complement Halifax.

Example: For cruise lines... Their itinerary would be unappealing

if it had only a single stop at Halifax then Quebec. Sydney and

Charlottetown are part of our region's team of ports.

The more cruise lines that are attracted to the Canada-New

England route, the busier Halifax becomes and Sydney - as

Disney calls it: "Nova Scotia's second biggest city"... becomes

busier too. Halifax is expecting 300,000 cruise visitors this

season. Most of those will be visiting us as well.



We complement Halifax. We have a lot in common with Halifax....

with one significant exception.

And that brings us to the Municipal Government Act Amendments

that we are discussing today.

When it comes to leveraging our port assets, Halifax has tools at

its disposal, regarding tax rates and land leases.

A couple of examples come to mind.

Halifax Council approved a tax deal with Irving Shipbuilding

that determines the company's tax rate for the next 25 years.

Providing predictability for large, long term investments.

The Queens Marque construction underway at the

waterfront. The provincial Waterfront Development

Corporation will continue to own the land and manage the

public space through a 99 -year land lease with the private

sector developer.



These couldn't happen in Sydney. The municipality owns many

important waterfront properties...but can't do these things. They

do not have the tools.

The properties that come to mind - are the over 2,000 acres

available for container terminal development next to the dredged

channel. The municipality and their First Nations partners own this

land.

Like the other services in our harbour, the container development

envisioned works much the way Prince Rupert complemented the

Port of Vancouver as part of the Pacific gateway.

For those who might not know, Prince Rupert is a relatively new

Port, constructed about 10 years ago. About 500 nautical miles

north of Vancouver. They recently welcomed the largest container

ship to ever visit Canada.... a 14,500 TEU capacity. The port

supports thousands of jobs. It moves over 1.3 million containers.

It was a gamechanger for their region.



Prince Rupert is now Canada's second largest container handling

facility behind the Port of Vancouver's Deltaport.

The presence of Prince Rupert augmented all the supply chains

making the region a growing powerhouse in shipping.

Vancouver's capacity went up after Prince Rupert began

operations. They moved 2.4 million TEUs in 2008. They broke a

record this year with 3.3 million TEUs.

Sydney would do the same for Halifax and Nova Scotia... If our

regional municipality is given the same chance and same tools as

the Halifax Regional Municipality.

In order for Port of Sydney Board to succeed and fully contribute

to the communities within CBRM, it is mandatory that others have

the opportunity to succeed, with the help of CBRM when

appropriate. If CBRM with knowledge of intent, purpose and

community impact of a private sector entity, wishes to assist that

entity in its development and growth by making certain



concessions, the CBRM should be able to freely do this and not

be limited by legislation.

It is essential for the Port Board that I represent, to have a vibrant,

operational and active port. It is our collective belief that CBRM

should not be prevented from taking any steps it deems

necessary to encourage, support or assist in this happening.

I have previously noted the significant number of cruise ship

passengers that visit CBRM. Over the past 10 years, CBRM's

cruise traffic passengers have increased by 177% and during this

same time our cruise ship capacity has grown by 182%. In 2017

the Port saw an increase of 40% in passengers and crew and a

52% increase in ships. Our port was host to a total of 82 cruise

ships in our season from May to October. With the construction

of the second berth, we expect this to increase significantly.

To continue this monumental growth, we need development in

CBRM by CBRM. CBRM clearly needs the flexibility to undertake

the necessary transactions.



The Port of Sydney commissioned a rail study at the cost of

$90,000 to prepared for when the rail upgrades decision is

finalized. The estimated cost of the upgrades is $103 million.

This decision will be contingent upon the identification of sufficient

rail traffic.

The proposed container terminal in Sydney will provide the

necessary rationale to invest in rail. But the container terminal will

not be the only party to benefit from rail infrastructure. There will

be many others who will benefit from this catalyst. The container

terminal and supporting infrastructure are critical to advance our

community's much needed economic prosperity and competitive

advantage.

As our mandate evolves, the success of businesses in the CBRM

will have an impact on Port Board operations including such items

as the navigational aids, ownership of the Sydney harbour

bottom, waterfront development and harbour services such as

security and harbour master. The Port of Sydney sees the

immense potential in existing natural assets which up to this time

has gone under-utilized.



To realize full potential at the Port of Sydney Development

Corporation the Board needs these important amendments for

CBRM from this government, remembering that CBRM is the

second largest region of Nova Scotia. Discussions today indicate

that the request before the government is an opportunity to

facilitate needed investment that leads to a more stable

environment for businesses and residents of CBRM.

The amendments in front of you are a key next step in the decade

long effort begun by the Ports Master plan for the Port of Sydney.

This Master Plan was endorsed by all parties and all levels of

government representing the region. We hope for the continued

support of our working efforts by our provincial government and

all parties.



Law Amendments Committee

Nova Scotia Legislature

Bill 85,1st Session, 63rd General Assembly

Written Comments

John Whalley

March 23, 2018

Irealrze that the proposed amendments to the Municipal Government Act (MGA) are intended to
promote the public interest within the Cape Breton Regional Municipality (CBRM) but my concern is that
the amendments act to remove critical protection that exists within the Act and thereby undermine the
public interest.

In some respects, this proposal is not unlike the residential assessment cap, which was an amendment
to municipal law intended to assist homeowners experiencing rapid increases in assessment. With the
very best of intentions, achange was implemented that has over time resulted in far worse inefficiency
and inequity within the property tax system and has contaminated the property tax system to the point
where it islikely beyond redemption.

Nova Scotia has the great fortune of having three deep-water ports, with water depths in each of the
mam channels in excess of 50 feet. Nova Scotia, as aconsequence, stands apart from any other
jurisdiction in North America in terms of being able to accommodate ultra-large container vessels. This is
an extremely important and strategic economic advantage as over 90% of world trade is moved by
container vessels, and increasingly ultra-large vessels.

An important role for the Government of Nova Scotia would be to enable these ports to grow and
develop without in any way providing an undue advantage for one port over the others. Connecting the
ports with high-speed road and rail infrastructure would make our transportation system amodel for
the world.

Unfortunately, the proposed amendments potentially over aperiod of four generations (99 years) give
the Port of Sydney unprecedented advantage. This seems particularly unfair and, as aresult, potentially
causes divisions within the province. Of equal importance, the provision of very significant incentives
may well be interpreted by our international trading partners (particularly the United States) as
providing unfair economic advantage.

The CBRM has proceeded with port development in an unusual manner. The municipality has unlike
most jurisdictions not proceeded with any form of acompetitive process that would help define the

1



options available for the development of the industrial/port lands owned by the CBRM. There has been
no call for proposals or call for qualifications.

Rather, CBRM signed an exclusivity agreement with apromoter/independent contractor with no
previous port development experience in the summer of 2015. The initial two-year term was extended
in December, 2016 by an additional five years.

The very nature of this approach excludes both the elected representatives of CBRM and the public from
knowing what options might be available and what international port development companies might be
interested in developing the CBRM-owned properties.

CBRM's approach effectively signs over to the promoter/contractor the majority of benefits that would
normally flow to CBRM as landowner. The fact that the promoter now wants to extend these benefits by
seeking lower land prices, an unreasonably long term for the lease, and tax concessions is not asurprise
These allenrich his/theirposition.

The conditions that have been proposed within the amendments (two-thirds majority vote and apublic
hearing) really offer no significant protection for the public interest whatsoever because, without the
requirement for acompetitive process, there are no options.

With these amendments to the Municipal Government Act, the Government of Nova Scotia is facilitating
the provision of large scale subsidies to private firms at the expense of the public. It embeds an
approach to local economic development that the current MGA has for so long defended.

If the Government of Nova Scotia is committed to implementing the proposed amendments, Ibelieve it
would be reasonable to require the CBRM to conduct acompetitive call for proposals over aperiod of
no less than 120 days regarding the development of the industrial/port properties. This would help to
ensure that the public interest was being protected and would prove that the CBRM was truly getting
the best offer available for the properties.

Furthermore, if such aprocess was agreed upon, it should be under the direction of the Minister of
Business and the Minister of Municipal Affairs; thereby removing CBRM's bias in favour of their
promoter.

All ofwhich is respectfully submitted,

JaJI
>hn Whalley

''Sydney, Cape Breton.



, fV Atlantic Chamber Chambre de commerce
of Commerce de I'Atlantique
Representing business since 1896 Representant les affaires depuis 1896

March 14, 2018

The Honourable Stephen McNeil,
Premier Province of Nova Scotia

Via Email

Re: ACC Request for Equitable Competitive Environment for AH Nova Scotia Businesses

Dear Mr. Premier,

We are writing today to express our membership's objection to your government's proposed
amendments to Chapter 18 of the Municipal Government Act Respecting Cape Breton Regional
Municipality. Our understanding of the amendments is that CBRM will be conferred an
exemption from long-standing regulations that prohibit municipalities from providing fiscal
and real property incentives to private businesses.

Many of our members agree that municipal governance needs to be modernized, but this
specific circumstance is not helpful. We understand the objective but fear the consequences of
such an approach.

As a business organization we strongly support competitive markets, not artificial incentives,
as the best means of attracting investment opportunities with sustainable profitability. This
objective is best accomplished by the province creating globally-competitive infrastructure and
cost structures across the entire economy, and ensuring access to an appropriately trained
workforce.

The proposed amendments represent the crest of a very slippery slope. The reaction the
province can expect to the allocation of special economic development powers to a specific
community is both predictable and decidedly negative. Municipal governments striving to
expand tax bases and attract new businesses will be forced to petition the government for
equivalent powers in order to respond to competition from advantaged municipalities like
CBRM. If the province opens this door, we can expect municipalities will, of necessity, join the
race to the bottom and adopt the destructive practice of providing tax exemptions and land
giveaways.

We remind you of the need to rally behind the principles of the Ivany Report that call for all
Nova Scotians to work together to address the economic and social challenges that confront us.
It is essential that our municipalities be encouraged to work together to achieve prosperity. In
the long run no one will win when municipality is pitted against municipality to provide
potential investors with more for less.

PO Box 2291 Windsor NS BON 2T0 T: 902-698-0265 www.atlanticchamber.ca



Our economy and public finances will not withstand the inevitable onslaught of artificially
competitive business proposals that economic incentives will create. We need to pursue
business proposals that are built on market-based costs. Recent events confirm that our
international trading partners will quickly penalize, via compensatory tariffs, any company that
appears to benefit from government subsidies.

This letter is not intended to condemn your government for the proposed amendments but
forcefully convey our stance that the amendments create a path that we do not want to go
down. Chambers across the province have been engaged to discuss this matter; and feedback
on the proposed legislation. Initial responses have been overwhelmingly negative, noting such
amendments will create discord, eliminate fairness and that the entire province will suffer. Our
Nova Scotia member chambers strongly urge you to reconsider this potentially disastrous
approach to economic development and pursue a balanced and equitable modernization of
municipal governance.

Regards,

%*fa*d\iL
Sheri Somerville

CEO, Atlantic Chamber of Commerce

Cc: The Honourable Derek Mombourquette, Minister of Municipal Affairs

NS Media
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Theriault, Peter

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

Darren R. Bruckschwaiger <drbruckschwaiger@cbrm.ns.ca>
Monday, March 26, 2018 1:16 PM
Theriault, Peter

Fwd:

I

Sent from my Bell Samsung device over Canada's largest network.

Original message
From: Joe Wilson <jwilson@acrc.ca>
Date: 2018-03-26 1:09 PM (GMT-04:00)
To: "Darren R. Bruckschwaiger" <drbruckschwaiger@cbrm.ns.ca>
Subject:

Pursuant to Bill 85 , the Carpenters Local 1588 of Cape Breton would like to put forth to the board. That we as a group
are in favour to all the noted changes. These changes in turn would give our members that are scattered across Canada
the opportunity to come back home to work and raise our families as one. We believe that this would be a much needed
boost to Cape Breton and give economic stability to the island.
Thank you for your time on this matter.
Joe Wilson

President Local 1588

Get Outlook for iOS
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